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Senate Resolution 750

By:  Senators Jones of the 10th, Butler of the 55th, Seay of the 34th, Jones II of the 22nd,

Orrock of the 36th and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Mrs. Carolyn Fuller; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Mrs. Carolyn Fuller has been named Librarian of the Year by the Atlanta based2

Georgia Public Library Service; and3

WHEREAS, Mrs. Fuller earned a master's degree in Christian education and a master's4

degree in library and information science; and5

WHEREAS, she has demonstrated the very best in innovation, community engagement, and6

timeless dedication when it comes to serving the citizens of Henry County and this state; and7

WHEREAS, Mrs. Fuller has played a vital role in creating a more educated and enlightened8

citizenry, oversaw the continuation of five public libraries in Henry County, and has led the9

Henry County library system through many challenges and triumphs over the course of her10

18 year tenure; and11

WHEREAS, in 2012, Mrs. Fuller worked among a small group of public libraries that were12

selected to inventory and catalog the contents of the Governor's mansion library at the13

request of Governor Nathan Deal and First Lady Sandra Deal; and14

WHEREAS, Mrs. Fuller retired on December 31, 2017, but will remain an integral part of15

the Henry County community; and16

WHEREAS, during her retirement, she plans to spend time painting, hiking, and traveling17

with her husband Dale and their dogs, Zeena and Jerry Lee; and18

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this19

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.20
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body21

recognize and commend Mrs. Carolyn Fuller for her dedicated service to her community and22

the State of Georgia.23

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed24

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Mrs. Carolyn25

Fuller.26


